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W
ith businesses extending their global footprint by 

expanding into overseas markets, and regulatory 

developments since the 2008 financial crisis, such as 

Solvency II and the Foreign Account Tax Compliance 

Act (Fatca) in place, captive insurers are increasingly under pres-

sure to ensure they remain compliant and provide the relevant 

risk transfer arrangements for their global programmes.

In line with the global expansion of businesses, insurers 

are providing cross-border 

solutions for multinational 

business travel, allowing parent 

companies to issue local policies 

specific to particular jurisdictions 

through individual captives. 

This multinational expansion is 

providing opportunities for captives 

through the introduction of cross-

border solutions, but regulations, 

particularly local ones which are placing cross-border transactions 

under close scrutiny, are posing significant challenges which the 

industry must work to overcome.

In addition, and also as a result of global expansion, captive 

insurers are increasingly being used to provide cover for policies 

such as accident and health, environmental and cyber risk.

Captive Review gathered participants from various global 

insurance companies to discuss the effect of recent regulations 

on captives, risk transfer vehicles, captive global expansion, and 

other issues currently impacting captive insurance, in the Global 

Programmes Report 2013.

Karolina Kaminska,
Report editor

Captive insurers are 
increasingly being used to 
provide cover for policies 
such as accident and health, 
environmental and cyber risk
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FOREWORD | ECIROA

W
ith the vast majority of cor-

porations today operating 

in multiple countries, the 

need to have global pro-

grammes for an aligned 

risk transfer via insurance in place is crucial. 

As chairman of ECIROA representing 

Deutsche Bank, I have witnessed the growth 

and continual improvement of the pro-

grammes offered by big name carriers. We 

welcome the current direction of the multi-

national market and the level of sophistica-

tion in which global programmes are operat-

ing today. 

The buyers are more aware than ever of 

what is needed in these programmes with 

larger multinationals having personnel in 

place to address what is required with the 

insurers while smaller multinationals rely 

on brokers to insure programmes are 

placed properly. We very much appreci-

ate the various services currently being 

provided by insurers which allow for 

more transparency and fl exibility for cli-

ents than ever before.

However, global programmes still 

have a long road ahead to provide full 

capacity across all territories. There 

is an increasing number of regulatory 

and compliance requirements on both 

international and local levels that mul-

tinational should take into consideration 

within global programmes. The technicalities 

of what is needed to ensure that no gaps exist 

have changed considerably from 10 to 15 years 

ago. The insurance company and the insured 

not only need to make sure the programme is 

tax compliant and fully within the regulatory 

framework but also need to provide a full 

capacity policy which can be used/applied 

when needed. This is a signifi cant challenge 

under many local regulations which do not 

allow access to high excess policies cross 

border. Without access to these policies, cor-

porations are left open to signifi cant fi nan-

cial losses if a catastrophe should occur in a 

country which restricts high excess policies 

or senior management cannot rely on the 

expected global cover and capacity leading to 

serious personal diffi culties.

One change that would truly benefi t global 

programmes would be the opening of the 

door for non-admitted high excess policies 

combined with the requirement of a locally 

issued “best local standard” contract. At the 

moment we are the single voice in talks 

with the IAIS and we encourage the sup-

port of the leading insurance carriers 

in the request to open the door to some 

extent for high capacity cross border pol-

icies. The development must continue 

and the problem of not being compen-

sated for claims/losses in these so called 

‘red countries’ must be addressed to 

insure the market continues to operate 

at a sophisticated level in every country 

a corporation has operations. 

OPENING 
THE DOOR 
ON THE 
WORLD

“There is an increasing 
number of regulatory 

and compliance 
requirements on both 

international and 
local levels”

Written by
Guenter Droese

GUENTER DROESE provides services as an inde-
pendent consultant around insurance and risk 
management after retiring as managing director of 
Deutsche Bank AG and Deukona, the in-house bro-
ker.  He is currently the chairman of ECIROA as well 
as a member of EIOPA Insurance and Reinsurance 
Stakeholder Group (IRSG).
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I
f we look back six years and think about 

the economic, regulatory and fi nancial 

environment over that time, we will soon 

realise that the world we live in today has 

changed signifi cantly. Let us step back a 

moment to 2007. The US real estate crisis was 

only just beginning. The ‘soft regulatory’ role 

of rating agencies had never been questioned. 

Lehman Brothers and Bear Stearns were 

respected fi nancial institutions. The world-

wide economy was growing at a fast pace with-

out any particular visible impediments and, 

believe it or not, sovereign debt, particularly 

European, was considered to be one of the saf-

est assets to hold.

That was then. Six years down the road, the 

fi nancial services sector has new norms that 

include:

• More stringent regulation such as Sol-

vency II 

• Capital that can be harder to raise 

despite central banks’ efforts to keep 

interest rates at all time lows

• Scarcity of yield, and 

• An increasingly global economy causing 

relentless pressure to reduce costs

Insurance companies face all of these 

pressures. One of the ways this change is 

being manifested is in insurance companies’ 

requests for collateral to support fronting pro-

grammes.

Why the need for collateral?
In a fronting programme, clients use insurers’ 

licences, infrastructure and operations to meet 

their diverse local insurance requirements. 

For its role in the transaction, the insurer 

receives a fee and assumes operational, legal, 

regulatory and credit risks while administer-

ing the programme. However, insurers also 

incur a regulatory capital charge whenever 

they have to reinsure a loss to a non-admitted 

reinsurer without receiving appropriate col-

lateral. The signifi cance of this capital charge 

was historically not incorporated in the fee 

structure, but in this new world, there will be 

increasing pressure on insurance companies 

to appropriately account for this charge.

The capital requirements 
There are commonly three reasons why an 

insurer requires collateral: 

• Regulatory: local country regulations 

require collateral to support cessions to 

captives. 

• Rating agency assessments: the cap-

ital adequacy models used by rating 

agencies penalise the use of unrated or 

non-admitted reinsurers.

• Economic protection: the insurer needs 

to protect its balance sheet by means 

of securing its credit risk exposure to a 

reinsurer. 

In terms of regulation, a well-known 

requirement for collateralising unauthorised 

reinsurance is the US’s Schedule F (the sched-

ule in an insurer’s statutory fi nancial state-

ment that, among other things, calculates the 

insurer’s statutory penalty for recoverables 

from unauthorised reinsurers). It should be 

noted that other jurisdictions such as Australia 

and Puerto Rico have similar penalties that are 

intended to protect policy holders by ensuring 

that insurance carriers have adequate capital 

to pay their obligations. 

Schedule F addresses the admitted/

non-admitted status of a reinsurer and the 

THE IMPORTANCE OF 
COLLATERAL 

As the regulatory and risk management requirements of captive reinsurers become 
more stringent, collateral requests to support fronting operations are starting to 

increase. Nuno Antunes of AIG explores this trend 

“In a fronting programme, clients use insurers’ 
licences, infrastructure and operations to meet their 
diverse local insurance requirements”

Written by
Nuno Antunes 

NUNO ANTUNES is the global risk solutions exec-
utive across Europe, the Middle East and Africa at 
AIG. Having joined AIG in 2007 as a profi t centre 
manager for fi nancial lines, he has held several roles 
of increasing responsibility including his most recent 
position as general manager of AIG Property & 
Casualty in Portugal.
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related collateral being held in support of an 

asset’s acceptability on the insurer’s books. In 

brief, Schedule F requires captives to post col-

lateral of 102% of the outstanding loss reserves 

(case plus incurred but not reported (IBNR)), 

paid loss recoverables and unearned premium 

reserves. It is important to understand that 

the capital requirements are not related to the 

economic fundamentals of the transaction, 

but are based purely on regulatory require-

ments. If the captive is not admitted to write 

reinsurance in the US, its rating, be it AA or a 

more speculative rating, does not reduce the 

capital requirement for the insurer despite the 

reinsurance in place. Essentially, the reinsur-

ance is not recognised by the regulator and the 

fronting insurer has to apply capital to reflect 

that regulatory perspective. 

Where do capital charges come from? 
Capital costs will usually assume four different 

forms:

• Unearned premium reserves: premium 

that should be returned in case of a can-

cellation before the expiry of the policy

• Outstanding loss reserves (OSLR): the 

actual open reserves which are usually 

of two types:

1. Predictable high frequency, low sever-

ity losses that are a very tangible cost to the 

insurer as they will normally be there year 

after year 

2. Discrete catastrophic reserves usually 

associated with low frequency although severe 

claims; when these claims occur, they can be 

significant and place the insurer under sub-

stantial capital strain at a time when it also has 

to post significant payments in its own book 

of retained risk, for example during an earth-

quake or flood 

• Paid loss recoverables: losses that have 

been paid to the client, but for which the 

insurer has not yet received the funds 

from the captive

• IBNR losses: the expected future losses 

based on the historic data upon which 

the actuarial forecast is built

Mitigating capital charges 
For regulatory purposes, the insurer will 

receive capital relief if the captive becomes an 

admitted reinsurer or it posts hard collateral, 

such as cash, letters of credit, funds withheld, 

or an approved form of trust. Hard collateral 

will also mitigate capital charges from a rating 

agency capital adequacy evaluation. Other 

mitigants allowed by the rating agencies’ mod-

els include the captive obtaining its own rating 

or the parent company issuing a guaranty or 

indemnity agreement. In purely economic 

terms, hard collateral and a parental guaranty/

indemnity agreement can offset credit risk and 

reduce credit charges. Including provisions in 

the reinsurance contract, such as claims cash 

call or credit and collateral triggers, is another 

way to mitigate capital charges, although these 

have more of an economic benefit than any 

material effect on regulatory or rating agency 

required capital.

The world has changed in the past few 

years, and the three cs – credit, collateral and 

capital – will now be on more insurers’ agen-

das. A good fronting provider is skilled at both 

balancing its long-term financial sustainabil-

ity and crafting strategies to reduce the capital 

costs of the client. As a result, risk managers 

and captive managers can expect insurers to 

engage them in discussions about collateral. 

Certainly, some insurers are further along 

than others in understanding and addressing 

these new challenges, but this is an issue that 

affects all insurers who provide global front-

ing services. Those providers who haven’t yet 

started to tackle the issue will likely do so in 

the future. So, if your insurer hasn’t yet started 

to discuss collateral with you in a totally differ-

ent and more comprehensive manner, be pre-

pared for the conversation – it’s just a matter of 

time before it happens. 

“If your insurer hasn’t yet started to discuss collateral 
with you in a totally different and more comprehensive 
manner, be prepared for the conversation  – it’s just a 
matter of time before it happens”
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C
aptive insurance companies 

represent a key component of 

the risk and insurance strategy 

toolkit. Parent companies estab-

lish captives for a variety of rea-

sons, but as the parent company’s business 

needs evolve over time, the role and effi ciency 

of its captive can change. Therefore, it is 

important for a company owning a captive to 

periodically review and if necessary, change 

its strategy with regard to the captive’s use.

Key drivers for forming a captive 
One of the main purposes of establishing a 

captive and incorporating it into a parent 

company’s risk management strategy is to 

enable the parent to effi ciently retain more 

risk via the captive. Companies can also use 

captives to ring fence funds outside the main 

corporate balance sheet for specifi c use in 

conjunction with specifi ed risks. In addition, 

any profi ts made by a captive are retained 

within the parent company’s group rather 

than being paid to the insurance market. 

Further drivers for establishing captives 

include demonstrating to the insurance mar-

ket a company’s commitment to a responsible 

risk management strategy, obtaining direct 

access to the reinsurance market and, in the 

case of a direct writing captive, being in con-

trol of issuing its own policies.

Risk retention vehicles
There are several alternatives to captive own-

ership available to clients seeking to retain 

more risk, including: 

• Retaining more risk on the parent com-

pany’s balance sheet through the use of 

higher deductibles, ‘paid loss retro’ or 

‘incurred loss retro’ programmes

• Using protected cell company (PCC) 

structures 

• Joining an industry-specifi c mutual 

insurance company, or 

• Buying a structured insurance pro-

gramme from an insurer 

Structured insurance (an insurance policy 

where the limits, retention, and/or premium 

are structured to more precisely match the 

profi le of the underlying risk) can replicate 

many of the benefi ts of captive ownership 

without a company needing to own, and often 

eventually dispose of, a vehicle. For complex 

multinational insurance programmes where 

the issuance of local insurance contracts is 

required in many jurisdictions, owning a 

captive may well be the risk fi nancing vehi-

cle of choice. However, for certain single 

jurisdiction or less complex multinational 

programmes, structured insurance can be 

used as a ‘virtual’ captive. The foregoing 

options are obviously not mutually exclusive. 

Many companies use a blend of these various 

alternatives, sometimes in conjunction with 

an element of risk being ceded to a captive, 

in order to optimise their insurance and risk 

management strategy.

 

Captive strategy reviews
Periodic reviews of liabilities within a captive 

and the required collateral arrangements 

LIFECYCLE OF A 
CAPTIVE

Much thought goes into establishing a risk transfer vehicle but less attention is 
given to processes further down the line, such as captive closure. Rob Turner of AIG 

outlines the importance of the captive lifecycle and the options available to 
companies wishing to adjust their risk management structure 

“One of the main purposes of establishing a captive 
and incorporating it into a parent company’s risk 
management strategy is to enable the parent to 
effi ciently retain more risk via the captive”

Written by
Rob Turner 

ROB TURNER is the head of Alternative Solutions 
across Europe, the Middle East and Africa at AIG’s 
Global Risk Solutions. He has more than 17 years 
of experience working in the insurance and capital 
markets with a focus on delivering non-traditional 
risk solutions to international corporations and 
fi nancial institutions
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to support liabilities can highlight to a par-

ent company how a captive’s effectiveness 

is changing over time. In many instances, 

a company may wish to increase the lines 

of business or the size of risk participation 

within its captive, whereas other companies 

may wish to de-risk, or possibly close, a cap-

tive. Where de-risking (such as removing 

past years’ liabilities from a captive) or com-

plete closure is desired by a parent company, 

liabilities can be novated to a third-party 

insurer to achieve the parent company’s 

aims. Where the captive is fronted, the front-

ing insurer can be approached to commute, 

either partially or completely, the fronting 

insurance contract, thereby releasing liabil-

ities from the captive.

Following a periodic review of a captive’s 

liabilities and collateral arrangements, a par-

ent company may wish to reduce the level of 

collateral provided to a fronting insurer in 

order to support the captive liabilities. In this 

instance, the parent may find some fronting 

insurers willing to negotiate alternative col-

lateral arrangements such as a combination 

of letters of credit (LOCs) and a contingent 

credit premium charge in lieu of the higher 

level of LOC provision.

Mergers and acquisitions (M&A) activity 

can often change a company’s risk manage-

ment strategy. For example, if one com-

pany acquires another company, it may also 

become the owner of one or more captives 

which were established by the acquired 

company and are no longer needed. Captive 

closure is an option for many companies 

following M&A activity resulting in surplus 

captives. Some insurers offer to ‘buy out’ the 

liabilities within a captive, thereby enabling 

the captive to be closed, with the insurer then 

assuming the liabilities on a risk transfer 

basis. Alternatively, if the parent company 

wishes to retain the risks within another 

captive in its group and close the acquired 

captive, an insurer can buy out the liabilities 

from the captive that is to be closed and rein-

sure them to the other captive. 

A company can benefit from a regular 

review of its risk-bearing vehicles in order to 

optimise its overall risk management strat-

egy. During a comprehensive review, a com-

pany should consider whether the amount 

of its retained risk should be increased or 

decreased and should re-evaluate the opti-

mal structures to use to retain this risk. Ulti-

mately, if a captive is no longer required to 

serve its original purpose, or if a vehicle has 

been acquired through M&A activity and is 

surplus to requirements, then a parent may 

choose to close it. The multitude of available 

risk-bearing structures enables a company to 

optimise its risk retention strategy by ensur-

ing it is using the right structure to meet its 

current needs. 

“If a captive is no longer required to serve its original 
purpose, or if a vehicle has been acquired through 
M&A activity and is surplus to requirements, then a 
parent may choose to close it”
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A 
risk manager recently told me his 

CFO questioned why their cap-

tive programme’s fronting fees 

were equivalent to the price of a 

new Ferrari. I responded that our 

fronting fees generally started around the cost 

of a mid-range BMW and could go as high as 

that of a new Rolls Royce, including the price 

of the real estate in which to park it. 

Nowadays, all companies seek to minimise 

and manage costs across their entire organi-

sation, so how can these fronting fees be jus-

tifi ed? Historically fronting companies have 

been reluctant to divulge the secret formula 

behind their fees, resulting in a perception 

that the pricing is more art than science. Many 

brokers and clients regard fronting fees as 

purely an administrative servicing cost, but 

administration is only part of the equation. 

There are a number of drivers that infl uence 

the fee, including the:

• Number of countries

• Number of policies and certifi cates to be 

issued

• Number of premium transactions

• Anticipated claims volume

• Volume of premiums

• Magnitude of policy limits to be issued 

• Any special servicing and reporting 

requirements

These drivers seem straightforward, but they 

don’t fully explain the components actually 

making up fronting fees, especially for global 

programmes. Let’s explore these components.

Central programme coordination
The risk manager and producing broker will 

normally want a single point of contact within 

the fronting insurer to agree upon the pro-

gramme’s parameters. They may have little 

direct day-to-day contact with the local net-

work delivering service at the country level. 

Successful central programme coordination 

is vital for any controlled master programme. 

The fronter’s producing offi ce responsible 

for programme management and coordi-

nation performs many key functions. It has 

to agree policy wordings and communicate 

underwriting instructions to the network. It 

needs to verify and agree upon premium allo-

cations and negotiate any special servicing and 

claims handling requirements. It will calcu-

late and agree the fronting fee and have over-

all responsibility for account servicing. That 

offi ce is responsible for designing and imple-

menting a compliant programme structure, 

agreeing to and executing the required legal 

and collateral documents in a timely fashion. 

It must continuously track programme per-

formance against key performance indicators 

(KPIs), respond to queries and resolve any 

issues. Ideally the team handling such pro-

grammes should have expertise in both cap-

tive and complex multinational programmes 

across all lines of business. This cannot be an 

occasional part-time or side activity for tradi-

tional risk transfer underwriters. It should be 

recognised as a distinct discipline requiring 

specialist systems, people and procedures 

to deliver excellent service, which of course 

comes at a price.

Local service fees
In any global fronting programme, the local 

insurer will be issuing an admitted policy and 

providing local servicing such as certifi cate 

issuance, premium invoicing and collection, 

and payment of taxes. There may also be local 

compulsory cessions and premium reserves 

withheld and local requirements governing 

premium and risk exportation. It is important 

that the local carrier ensures that the policy 

wording issued is compliant at the local level 

and matches the client’s master policy word-

ing to the greatest extent possible. The local 

insurer should be adequately remunerated so 

that it is committed to servicing incoming busi-

ness. Any locally deducted ceding commissions 

should be reasonable from a transfer pricing 

perspective. A multinational insurer with its 

own wholly-owned and managed network may 

be in a stronger position to control such costs 

and manage its network than one that is heav-

ily reliant on friendly local insurers.

Captive cash-fl ow management and 
reporting
Most fronting insurers centralise the global 

fronting programme’s reinsurance reporting 

and administration so the captive also enjoys 

the benefi ts of a single point of contact. The 

reinsurance administrator or aggregator is 

FEES: ART OR 
SCIENCE?

Salil Bhalla of AIG explores the key elements of fronting fees and why paying more 
pays o� 

Written by
Salil Bhalla 

Salil Bhalla is the head of Global Fronting across 
Europe, the Middle East and Africa at AIG’s Global 
Risk Solutions. Having joined AIG over 20 years ago, 
he has held several roles in Bermuda, Continental 
Europe and the UK focusing on captive and multina-
tional programmes. 
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responsible for the tracking and onward pay-

ment of reinsurance premiums to the captive 

and other reinsurers, as well as reporting and 

billing losses. A fronting provider with a good 

track record of expeditious cash flow will help 

maximise the captive’s investment income 

and minimise its foreign exchange risk. Some 

fronting insurers demonstrate confidence 

in their cash flow performance by offering a 

cash flow guarantee with an interest penalty 

under which they commit to move funds to the 

captive from key countries within an agreed 

timeframe. 

Claims handling
Managing claims across a global programme 

is not without its challenges but affords clients 

numerous benefits. A standardised, consist-

ent, global claims handling approach should 

assist with the client’s risk financing strategy. 

A global programme will also provide consist-

ent loss management information on a paid, 

incurred and outstanding basis, something 

that is impossible to achieve if you have mul-

tiple fronting partners. The need for a fronting 

partner with real global claims handling capa-

bilities in country was evident following the 

Thai floods and Japanese earthquakes, where 

a rapid response helped minimise costs.

Credit and cost of capital
A fronting insurer may seek to protect its own 

credit position by seeking acceptable collat-

eral such as letters of credit (LOCs) or trusts. 

Depending on the market, bank and parent 

guarantees, a protocol d’accord or a lettre d’en-

gagement, have also been used. Apart from the 

credit position, qualifying collateral also pro-

vides capital relief for the cedant or fronting 

company. Some clients struggle to see how the 

insurer’s capital position is impacted by provid-

ing fronting services. The truth is that any risk 

written and ceded attracts capital. For a captive, 

the risk is from the reserves: unearned pre-

mium reserves, outstanding loss reserves, and 

incurred but not reported claims. In calculating 

fees, the fronter must cover its own capital costs 

and the residual credit risk after allowing for 

any qualifying collateral. This has become key as 

fronting companies are more aware of the capi-

tal implications of ceding to unrated reinsurers. 

The advent of Solvency II and the financial crisis 

have focused minds on capital management, 

which may result in fronting fee rises for certain 

accounts to reflect capital consumption.

Regulatory and operational risk
As insurance becomes increasingly regulated, 

the risk that a policy might be out of compli-

ance due to changes in law can lead to losses 

for the fronting insurer. Complex multina-

tional programme structures are at greater 

risk of having operational or documentation 

problems, similarly causing fronting insurers 

to incur unforeseen costs. While these aren’t 

underwriting risks, they are risks nonetheless, 

and thus compensation is needed.

Profit
A fronting insurer should deliver an adequate 

return and profit to its shareholders. In some 

markets, inexperienced fronting insurers may 

only wish to charge a nominal fee for captive 

fronting but this fails to recognise the valuable 

resources that handling such programmes can 

consume. Nonetheless, a fronting company 

will normally write significant net premiums 

on a programme and will recognise this when 

determining its fee.

There are ways that risk managers can work 

with their existing fronting company to con-

trol costs. On the administrative side, having 

a single policy per country with an annual 

non-adjustable premium payment can be 

cheaper than multiple premiums and policies. 

Reducing policy limits can also provide some 

relief but these should still be fit for purpose. 

There are two other tools to manage fronting 

fee costs:

i. Captives can offer additional qualifying 

collateral to mitigate a programme’s capital 

costs. A Regulation 114 Trust or security inter-

est agreement may compare favourably with 

LOC costs and may not encumber the captive’s 

or sponsor’s credit line while affording front-

ing companies capital relief.

ii. Captives rated by a US NAIC approved 

Nationally Recognized Statistical Rating 

Organisation (NRSRO) such as A.M Best, Fitch, 

Moody’s or Standard & Poor’s or another rec-

ognised rating organisation may also provide 

capital relief for fronting companies, as bal-

ances ceded to an NRSRO-rated reinsurer are 

treated more favourably from a rating agency 

perspective. 

Recently, fronting insurers have been 

fine-tuning their pricing models and taking 

a more scientific approach to determining 

appropriate fees. If your captive still pays 

fronting fees that wouldn’t even buy a used, 

Soviet-era Trabant, you can continue to enjoy 

the ride, but you might want to ask yourself if 

your fronter is providing the Cadillac service 

you deserve, and if this is sustainable over the 

long term. What looks like a good deal today 

can become a costly headache if it’s always in 

the repair shop. 

“You might want to ask yourself if your fronter is 
providing the Cadillac service you deserve, and if this 
is sustainable over the long term”
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S
ince the financial crisis began in 

2008, there has been a marked 

change in regulatory approach in 

many markets. Experts from ACE 

Group and Ernst & Young came 

together recently for a roundtable session to 

discuss the impact of change for captives and 

what the key considerations should be when 

establishing and managing an alternative risk 

transfer vehicle.

Captive Review (CR): What are the main 

compliance and regulatory issues facing 

captives, particularly in relation to the 

intricacies of transfer pricing and corpo-

ration tax? 

Andrew Spry (AS): Jurisdictions want to 

ensure they receive an appropriate and fair 

share of tax revenues and transfer pricing is 

intended to ensure that transactions reflect 

the commercial value and are carried out 

between real bona fide operations. Transfer 

pricing refers to arms-length pricing, includ-

ing commission as well as premium and the 

capital that underpins the captive. Looking 

ahead, I think the insurance industry will face 

a growing number of challenges going forward 

with regard to the deductibility of insurance 

premium paid to captives, the methods used 

to determine transfer pricing and, in some 

cases, the substance of captives themselves, 

particularly whether a captive has been estab-

lished for genuine commercial purposes.

Jeff Soar (JS): I think the challenge in trans-

fer pricing, particularly in relation to captives 

and the insurance world, is that the ‘revenue 

view’ of pricing doesn’t always correspond 

with the ‘insurance view’. In the US, captives 

are definitely being analysed more to ascertain 

whether there is a genuine insurance contract 

and risk transfer arrangement in place. 

AS: Tax has become a very public debate, as 

seen through the Public Accounts Committee 

(PAC) in the UK and its review of the actions of 

corporations such as Google and Starbucks, as 

well as media reports around base erosion and 

profit shifting (BEPS). In relation to captive 

insurance, the tax issues are very technical  

but are certainly being discussed on a much 

wider scale.

JS: That is only going to grow. The OECD pro-

duced its profit-shifting paper a few months 

ago which mentions captives several times and 

it has since followed up with 15 actions to com-

bat profit-shifting, including a focus on trans-

fer pricing. There is likely to be a shift towards 

more transparency in the profit supply chain 

of organisations, asking how profit allocation 

is managed.

AS: I agree; there will be increased communi-

cation between the relevant tax and regulatory 

authorities of jurisdictions, who want to make 

sure that the activities being conducted on 

their shores are legitimate and result in the 

fair distribution of tax and profits. Due to their 

historic location in low-taxing jurisdictions, 

and the more recent public debate around 

corporate tax planning, captives are undoubt-

edly facing increased scrutiny. But various 

jurisdictions have put complex legislation in 

place which severely limits any perceived tax 

benefits. Even so, in the current environment, 

captives need to prove where their capital 

resides, and stress the risk management ben-

efits that are the real driver for using a captive 

before looking at pricing.

JS: Despite the hurdles that are put in place 

by many territories, it is recognised that busi-

nesses need insurance and that centralising 

risks and keeping them within companies 

does have a purpose and an advantage. The 

BEPS paper doesn’t explicitly say that captive 

insurance entities exist purely for tax avoid-

ance purposes; it simply stresses that the 

procedure for establishing and running these 

entities must be done correctly. 

Clive Hassett (CH): I think the other angle to 

consider when looking at transfer pricing and 

tax issues is in the context of captive fronting. 

When we, the insurer, are fronting for a cap-

tive, the primary focus of regulation is on us, 

as an insurer. We have our own requirements 

to follow; our own licences, tax issues and reg-

ulations with which we also have to comply. It 

is important for the captive to work with an 

insurer that is on top of these issues.

CR: Is there a need for greater governance 

and dialogue within organisations to 

ensure that compliance with these com-

plex issues is achieved?

AS: I think that statutory regulation and gov-

ernance has increased dramatically since 

the financial crisis. Regulations are chang-

ing on a monthly basis, so for captives to 

have an understanding of these changes is a  

good thing. Certainly at ACE, we have con-

tinued to develop our knowledge and related  

processes in response to the growing compli-

ance burden.

JS: There are always new regulatory develop-

ments emerging, so you can’t rely on one per-

son within a company, such as a risk manager, 

to be aware of every change. The Financial 

Accounts Tax Compliance Act (Fatca) is a good 

example of legislation that impacts captives 

which needs to be understood. Several groups 

of people need to feed into that process to 

ensure an organisation is aware of what they 

need to do to be compliant. The role of the risk 

management function is changing – company 

insurance buyers are more conscious of need-

ing to spend money in the right places to cover 

CaptiveS under 
SCrutiny

we speak to a panel of experts from aCe Group and ernst & Young – andrew spry, 
Jeff soar, Clive Hassett, mike Furgueson and Remy massol – about the things to 

consider when setting up an alterative risk transfer vehicle
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their risks. This has also led to a convergence 

between legal, financial, compliance and risk 

management functions within businesses. 

AS: I think it’s important to remember that 

captives are in the same economic situation 

that everybody is in. They need to look at their 

cost base and make sure that their arrange-

ments are of benefit. Groups can’t afford to 

carry a captive that doesn’t pay for itself. I 

think ACE can partner with these groups very 

well, to ensure their vehicles are being put to 

the best possible use.

Mike Furgueson (MF): We’re definitely see-

ing more interaction between the risk man-

agement and finance, legal and compliance 

functions of businesses, particularly when 

it comes to sophisticated insurance options, 

such as global programmes or captives, for the 

reasons we’ve discussed. 

JS: There are also opportunities within these 

changes. The new UK controlled foreign cor-

poration (CFC) regime does give UK entities 

opportunities in the captive space which they 

haven’t had before – there has been a change 

in terms of when an entity’s profits will be 

subject to UK tax, with a few more allowances 

than previously. That information doesn’t 

always filter down to risk management teams, 

however, so they need to partner with people 

who can highlight these opportunities. 

CR: Is the industry going to see a shift in 

where captives choose to domicile, given 

the scrutiny that offshore vehicles have 

come under lately? 

MF: In the US, 31 states have passed cap-

tive-enabling legislation. That doesn’t nec-

essarily mean that there has been a massive 

growth in onshore captives, but it does mean 

customers have more options in their choice 

of captive domicile. Certainly, international 

cross-border transactions are under greater 

scrutiny and – given the added complexities 

of anti-money laundering and anti-terror-

ism legislation – some clients may feel more 

comfortable having onshore captive arrange-

ments. We don’t think there’s going to be a 

massive shift in redomiciliation, although 

many customers are reviewing whether they 

are utilising the most effective structure for 

their risk transfer needs. This should, how-

ever, be done primarily from a total cost and 

ease of administration perspective, as opposed 

to solely a tax perspective. 

AS: I agree; when people are looking at 

onshoring or offshoring, structure and total 

cost are the key considerations. I have heard 

of a trend in the US towards switching captives 

to an onshore US domicile, with South Caro-

lina and Vermont being favoured locations, 

but one of the things often forgotten when 

completing a cost-benefit analysis is the issue 

of state taxes. Elsewhere, there has not been a 

great shift to onshoring captives. In Europe, 

this may be related to Solvency II and the 

knock-on requirement to increase capital and 

transparent governance. But even in the UK, 

things may change in the future for a number 

of reasons including the new CFC legislation, 

the reducing UK corporate tax rate, the coun-

try’s strong double tax treaty network and 

other significant non-tax benefits.

Remy Massol (RM): With some of our larg-

est client accounts in Continental Europe,  

we have seen some onshoring take place.  

Some have several captives, perhaps one in 

Switzerland and one in the European Union, 

for example. 

JS: Globally, many locations want to become 

the next captive jurisdiction and have very 

effective marketing plans, but there are 

around eight standard locations which are 

recognised for their quality. One of the most 

attractive things, particularly when looking to 

establish a new captive, is protected cell legis-

lation – the ability to enter a territory and rent 

a structure which can be built up.

CR: Have you seen a growth in the estab-

lishment of protected cell companies 

(PCCs)? 

MF: There has been some growth. It’s a won-

derful way for clients to take a small step into 

the world of risk financing. Renting or estab-

lishing a cell requires significantly less capital, 

less administrative activity and less time. This 

arrangement can serve as a springboard to 

eventually establishing a single parent captive. 

We do think that this type of structure may 

become more attractive as more questions are 

raised in regard to tax, administration or cap-

ital allocation. That may lend rent-a-captive 

structures more of an advantage over stan-

dalone captives for certain clients. 

“We don’t think there’s going to be a massive shift 
in redomiciliation, although many customers are 
reviewing whether they are utilising the most effective 
structure for their risk transfer needs”
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AS: The development and growth of PCCs 

will be attractive to much smaller companies. 

Where captives have traditionally been the 

domain of the largest S&P 500 companies, there 

is now more of a debate as to how captive struc-

tures can be used by smaller players.

JS: It definitely widens the audience for cap-

tives. People can trial the captive concept over 

a few years to see if it yields the benefits and 

results that they hope for.

CR: Is there a trend emerging for captives 

to write new classes of business, beyond the 

traditional property and casualty covers? 

If so, in which areas is this happening and 

why?

CH: Over the past three or four years, particu-

larly as companies diversify and expand glob-

ally, captive insurance entities have increas-

ingly been used to finance additional lines 

of business. There has been a growing appe-

tite to cover accident and health insurance,  

environmental risks, cyber risks or trade  

credit. Captive owners and managers are now 

more mature and have greater loss histories, 

and are consequently putting their captives to 

more sophisticated use, particularly for areas 

that can’t be purchased on the traditional 

insurance markets but are of growing concern 

to many corporations.

MF: In the US, some companies such as Coca-

Cola have taken certain benefit plans, tradi-

tionally purchased in the insurance market-

place, and put them into captives. That reflects 

the increasing sophistication and understand-

ing of what risk financing is and how it can be a 

longer-term solution for companies to manage 

a variety of risks. 

RM: In Europe, as the industry has started to 

assess the likely impact of Solvency II, there 

has been more emphasis on the importance of 

diversification in terms of exposures under-

written by captives. At the same time, com-

panies’ risk management requirements are 

changing. More of them are looking for envi-

ronmental risk cover in relation to property 

damage or liability. We have seen more tra-

ditional fraud or fidelity covers beginning to 

include cyber risk components, including the 

costs of notification, which is not something we 

saw three years ago. We have also seen a num-

ber of smaller banks using captives as a solution 

for the higher retentions they are being asked to 

take in the current market.

JS: We’re also seeing a little bit of interest 

around brand protection and reinstatement. 

This is extremely difficult to buy coverage for 

and to underwrite it is complex– for example, 

deciding what the trigger clause or terms of 

pay-out are going to be. There have been a 

number of high-profile cases where events 

have caused the parties concerned to spend 

significant amounts in legal fees and PR costs 

to mitigate the damage. I don’t think it’s par-

ticularly available in the third-party market 

and it’s very bespoke. Many large companies 

are including reputational and PR concerns 

in their top 10 risks.

CR: How would you summarise ACE’s dis-

tinctive capabilities for captives, both by 

line of business and by the type of captive 

service offered?

MF: We have one of the widest product suites 

in the industry. We have the global and local 

expertise and the desire to work closely with 

customers, particularly those wanting long-

term relationships, to develop bespoke prod-

ucts which can be implemented in many 

jurisdictions across the world and reinsured to 

captives. With segregated account companies 

in both Bermuda and Delaware, as well as a 

captive management group in Bermuda, we are 

well-positioned to service captive business at 

all levels. Our structures can benefit potential 

or existing captive owners as well as managing 

general agents and underwriters, who can par-

ticipate in the covered risks by working along-

side ACE. 

RM: I agree and, within Europe, we provide 

many multinational programmes where a pri-

mary layer is ceded to a captive vehicle, facili-

tated by our actively managed ACE network, 

which includes our broader partner network 

outside the 53 countries where we have our own 

full-time operations. We also have dedicated 

teams to structure and implement programmes 

and a dedicated technology platform, ACE 

Worldview, that provides full transparency on 

a programme’s implementation and lifecycle.

CH: Establishing a partnership with ACE ena-

bles participants, such as captives, to multiply 

their operating power. Our captive services 

can transform a single legal entity into a global 

insurance operation, without the related costs. 

Our capabilities ensure that policies can be 

issued in any part of the world and that more 

importantly, claims can always get paid. 

“Captive owners and managers are now more  
mature and have greater loss histories, and are 
consequently putting their captives to more 
sophisticated use”
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M
anaging a global insurance 

programme can be complex. 

But having the right technol-

ogy infrastructure in place can 

undoubtedly make life easier.  

Captive Review speaks to Michael Furgueson 

to fi nd out more about the unique ACE World-

view platform and recent enhancements that 

have been made to support captive owners.

Captive Review (CR): What is ACE Worldview, 

in a nutshell?

Mike Furgueson (MF): Risk managers face 

complex insurance issues around the world 

every day and keeping track of a global insur-

ance programme - including policies that 

have been issued, premiums paid, claims 

made and local compliance issues in multi-

ple markets – is not easy. ACE Worldview is 

a web-based platform designed to help risk 

managers and their brokers get a complete 

picture of their programmes in one place and 

in real time. 

CR: How does Worldview work?

MF: Worldview is a window into all the 

information we have on multinational pro-

grammes at ACE. Our offi ces and associates 

around the world all work live on the same 

system, so risk managers can see everything 

we can see and are always as up to date as we 

are. That means no more waiting for days or 

even weeks for documents and other pro-

gramme details, and no more chasing, collat-

ing or formatting information from different 

sources.  They can review policies, create 

reports, set up alerts and conduct market 

research all from a dashboard on their PC – or 

indeed from any mobile device.

CR:  What are the additional benefi ts of 

Worldview for captives?

MF: When managing a global programme 

involving captives, one of the most complex 

activities can be tracking cash fl ows. With 

Worldview, the owner can see where premi-

ums are received, and when they are trans-

ferred to the captive. They can ask for detailed 

premium reports and choose to receive an 

email alert when a particular premium is 

received by ACE or paid to the captive. 

CR:  And what about managing claims?

MF: Of course, once a programme is up and 

running, one of the key elements risk manag-

ers always want to be on top of is their claims 

activity. We’ve therefore recently made some 

important enhancements to Worldview. For 

captive programmes and accounts with a 

large frequency of claims, it can now provide 

users with detailed loss information. This 

includes aggregate and individual claim data, 

such as paid losses, expenses and reserves. 

Clients can choose to see recent claims activ-

ity from various parts of the world on their 

dashboard or receive the most recent sum-

mary of their claims activity. They can also 

download their loss history and, since claims 

information is refreshed every week, this will 

always be up to date. 

CR:  Who can use Worldview?

MF: We make Worldview available to all our 

multinational clients and their brokers. It’s 

intuitive, easy to use and easy to access, so 

there’s no training needed. Any risk manager 

can arrange for e-mail alerts, and a range of 

custom reports, to be sent on a regular basis 

to their chosen colleagues and their broker 

without them having to ask or even to log on. 

As a result, we think ACE Worldview is much 

more than just a technology platform – it’s 

like having another person on your team.  

Michael Furgueson, president of ACE’s Multinational Client Group, talks to Captive 
Review about ACE’s technology solution for multinational risk 

ACE’S MULTINATIONAL BUSINESS IN NUMBERS

195  
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multinational portfolio
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The number of clients 
and brokers using ACE 
Worldview
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T
oday, business travel is an integral 

part of the day job for many employ-

ees. As companies expand into over-

seas markets, a wider cohort of staff 

is spending time away from home. 

What’s more, as businesses increasingly seek 

revenue growth outside their struggling home 

economies, traveller destinations are becoming 

increasingly exotic. Managers are as likely to 

fi nd themselves in Bangalore, Bogota or Beijing, 

as in London or Los Angeles.

For an insurance or benefi ts manager or 

head of security at any multinational com-

pany, one of the most diffi cult challenges is 

managing sensitively and effectively a situa-

tion in which employees travelling in a foreign 

country on business become sick, fi nd them-

selves in potentially dangerous situations or 

need evacuation from a politically unstable 

country. 

ACE’s research shows that many businesses 

are waking up to the risks. When we surveyed 

over 600 European companies last year, for 

example, over half concluded that the level of 

business travel risk their company faces will 

grow over the next fi ve years. Indeed, a quar-

ter of them think it will increase signifi cantly. 

This makes business travel one of the three 

fastest-growing emerging risk concerns for 

European companies from our study. 

In addition to handling the immediate 

crisis, managers will have to be prepared to 

explain to senior leadership the steps the com-

pany will take to keep employees safe. A crucial 

part of that response will be making sure that 

the company’s insurance programme provides 

the necessary coverage and resources.

Businesses have often relied on a single 

global insurance policy, issued to the parent 

company, to protect all of its employees world-

wide. In some countries, however, insurance 

regulations can undermine the effectiveness 

of this approach, opening the door to problems 

with benefi ts and claims payments. The ques-

tion then becomes whether, in practice, the 

policy will actually deliver on the promise of 

worldwide insurance protection and address 

any potential fi scal challenges, including vari-

ous tax and regulatory consequences. In many 

cases, a single policy based in a company’s 

home market may not be enough. 

A more prudent approach may be to combine 

an insurance policy issued to the parent com-

pany in its home jurisdiction with local policies 

issued to its subsidiaries in the countries in 

which they operate.

Benefi ts evolution
The patterns of European business travel have 

changed signifi cantly in recent years. Where 

companies continue to send employees on 

long-term assignments as expatriates, today it 

is much more common for executives to travel 

over several weeks to multiple destinations.

These business travellers are typically the 

company’s top talent, leading sales executives 

and other high value employees. Increasingly, 

they are travelling to emerging countries in 

Asia, South America, the Middle East and 

Africa and may be joined by colleagues from 

those markets to travel to other countries as 

part of the same business trip. However, in 

these emerging economies, obtaining the right 

specialist medical treatment following an acci-

dent or illness may not be as straightforward 

as in Europe, and evacuation may be a challeng-

ing scenario. 

As the scope of travel has broadened, busi-

ness travel accident policies have evolved to 

insure a variety of risks. Historically, the most 

important benefi t was a death benefi t known as 

accidental death and dismemberment (AD&D). 

Today, business travel accident policies typ-

ically offer out-of-country medical services 

such as emergency cash, medical or non-med-

ical evacuation and coverage such as a death or 

dismemberment benefi t and inconvenience 

benefi ts such as lost or delayed baggage and 

supplemental rental insurance for cars. Today’s 

business travel accident policy packs full value 

into one global policy with one single limit. But 

does a single policy with all this coverage and 

services work as expected when implemented 

across national borders for multiple individu-

als or benefi ciaries based in distinct countries?

Implementing this single policy globally 

presents a number of execution challenges that 

should be anticipated and considered. While 

business travel accident insurance programmes 

are designed as an employee benefi t, much of 
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the coverage is actually governed by national 

insurance regulations that may limit the effec-

tiveness of a single France-based policy.

two potential scenarios
First, an executive employed by a French-based 

multinational company becomes injured while 

on business in Mexico. The executive, who is 

insured under a French business travel acci-

dent policy, seeks care at a hospital. A French 

insurance policy, issued by an EU insurer that is 

not licensed, or non-admitted, in Mexico, may 

not be able to directly pay the Mexican hospital 

for the employee’s healthcare costs. At the very 

least, this creates added complexity at a time 

of crisis – and it hardly gives reassurance to the 

company that they will have the certainty they 

want when they most need it.

Second, imagine an executive employed by 

the Indian subsidiary of a Dutch-based mul-

tinational company dies in a car accident in 

India. He is insured by a group personal acci-

dent policy issued to the Dutch parent company 

by an EU insurer that is non-admitted in India. 

The EU insurance policy may not be able to 

directly pay the personal accident policy’s cov-

ered death benefits to the deceased’s estate in 

India – another potentially exasperating and 

upsetting scenario for the company and the 

employee’s family.

To anticipate these scenarios and to mitigate 

these issues, managers will want to be sure that 

employees and their families are protected, and 

that the business travel accident programme 

will deliver the promised benefits.

a flexible risk financing solution
Insurance managers of multinational compa-

nies are often familiar with cross-border insur-

ance issues. Parent policies combined with 

locally admitted policies have been put to good 

use in other lines of insurance and have been 

very effective at addressing the difficulties that 

can emerge with a single France-based policy.

An effective global programme for business 

travel accident insurance should therefore 

also include locally admitted policies that are 

issued to the parent company’s subsidiaries and 

affiliates with local covered benefits and limits 

insuring the risks of local employees. A locally 

admitted insurer issues the local policy com-

plying with the country’s insurance laws, and 

also calculates and remits applicable insurance 

taxes and fees. Claims and benefits tailor-made 

for the local market are adjusted and paid 

locally to the employee or local beneficiaries.

These locally admitted policies can then be 

combined with a parent policy issued to the 

parent company in its jurisdiction that insures 

the parents’ employees and provides supple-

mental insurance reimbursing the parent for 

any obligations it has to its subsidiaries should 

there be potential gaps in the local policies. 

Under this approach, multinational busi-

nesses can be confident that they have a broad 

internal and external risk financing mecha-

nism—a combination of own funds and insur-

ance payments—that protects the business’ 

obligations as well as their obligation to their 

employees while focusing on meeting the 

requirements of local jurisdictions.

Interestingly, our research in Europe shows 

that only around two-thirds of respondents are 

satisfied with the claims service they receive 

from their business travel. When looking for a 

business travel accident programme, managers 

should therefore seek to work with brokers and 

insurers that have specialist expertise in both 

multinational solutions and the area of busi-

ness travel accident insurance to ensure they 

get the service they need. 

Questions that need to be considered are: 

where may insurance benefits be directly paid 

to the claimant or third party? Where may they 

be paid to the employer for reimbursement 

to the claimant or third party? And finally, if 

an emergency service provider is chosen to  

provide evacuation and emergency medical 

services, does this service align seamlessly with 

the insurance?

Benefits managers can also prepare them-

selves by collaborating with their own in-house 

insurance management team—who may have 

experience in developing multinational insur-

ance programmes for other lines of insurance—

enhancing their collective understanding not 

only of the value provided by a robust business 

travel accident plan, but also the insurance and 

risk management issues inherent in them.

Employees travelling in foreign countries 

can all too easily become sick and suddenly 

face a medical emergency far from home. Polit-

ical instability and natural disasters also put 

employees at risk. With a global insurance pro-

gramme that includes both local policies and a 

parent policy, managers can help ensure that 

their valued employees will have the care they 

need when they need it. 

“Our research in Europe shows that only 
around two thirds of respondents are satisfied 
with the claims service they receive from their 

business travel”
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I
n the face of a changing risk landscape and 

under mounting pressure from shifting 

regulatory and compliance regimes, the 

need to have a fully-aligned and fl exible 

programme has become crucial for multi-

nationals who choose the global programme 

route.  

The global insurance challenge for the 
multinational risk manager
In today’s global market place, multinational 

entities face important decisions in terms of 

risk assessment and insurance placement. 

As businesses increasingly expand into new 

markets, today’s risk manager must navigate 

carefully through a sea of potential external 

challenges, not least the need to harmonise 

with the myriad of regulatory and compli-

ance hurdles in each of the jurisdictions from 

which a business operates. In parallel, each 

business has a different methodology on risk 

appetite and how to structure their insurance 

buying. A global programme can deliver con-

sistency, breadth of cover and economies of 

scale. However, creating a structure of cen-

tralised decision-making and consolidating 

local covers that historically may have been 

placed separately is sometimes a daunting 

and always a time-consuming task.   

Global entities are rapidly maturing in 

terms of risk awareness and risk manage-

ment, and many will already have a robust 

structure in place to identify and internally 

respond to varying risk types. Complemen-

tary to this, companies will look to their 

insurance broker and their insurance pro-

viders to offer advice and assistance on cap-

tive management, captive fronting and risk 

transfer alternatives. A competent global 

insurer is one who is well-versed in under-

standing businesses in diverse trade sec-

tors, can adapt their offering according to a 

company’s unique mix of risk-exposure and 

risk-appetite, and is committed to building a 

strong tripartite relationship with client and 

broker across all key functions. Additionally, 

insurers can provide added-value by tailor-

ing insurance provision according to a cli-

ent’s changing needs and geography, as well 

as by highlighting the infl uence of new and 

emerging risks such as cyber or reputational 

risk, which can rapidly escalate on the risk 

manager’s agenda. 

For those companies committed to a global 

programme approach, the optimum struc-

ture is one which combines a global master 

cover issued in the client’s country of domi-

cile, and which provides umbrella protection 

over and above underlying local policies. To 

be successful, the programme should ensure 

a “gap-free” level of coverage and full align-

ment at a local level – through the tripartite 

engagement the programme should be regu-

larly reviewed for potential coverage gaps in 

the master programme or at the local level. 

All cover provided should fully comply with 

local insurance regulations and tax require-

ments and this should dovetail with a simi-

larly compliant local claims handling frame-

work. If applicable local risk consultancy 

services will also be streamlined as part of the 

programme.

In summary, global programmes stand 

or fall according to a “4 C’s” principle: com-

pliance (with all local regulatory and tax 

norms), control (by the insurer across their 

network of offi ces), coverage (of high quality 

at master and local level) and cost (improved 

effi ciency and effectiveness).  
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The agCs global programme philosophy
At AGCS, we are well-versed in providing 

international insurance programmes, which 

are tailored to the individual needs of every 

client, whatever and wherever the business. 

To revisit the nautical analogy, we see our-

selves as the autopilot helping the corporate 

risk manager steer through the minefield of 

corporate risk exposure and complex local 

regulation.

Through our global network of 160 offices, 

we can provide dedicated support for AGCS 

global solutions that encompass core pro-

gramme management, claims services and 

risk consultancy. We have positioned our-

selves to provide programmes that seek to 

deliver market-leading capacity accompa-

nied by in-depth local knowledge, technical 

expertise across a variety of lines of business 

and service excellence. As a cornerstone for 

all programme functions, we champion the 

notion of flexibility, which enables us to stay 

on top of local insurance regulation changes, 

be proactive in our response to such changes 

and remain innovative in the field.

Through our guiding principles, AGCS 

recognises the need for evolution and con-

tinuous improvement in the design of global 

programmes. In February 2013, we estab-

lished the International Insurance Solutions 

(IIS) Executive Team with a firm focus on the 

full value proposition for global programmes, 

from conceptualising a programme through 

to final delivery. Our cross-functional team of 

experts has been formed with one key aim: to 

ensure that our customers are provided with 

consistent and transparent insurance cover-

age, and market-leading services at all times, 

whilst meeting individual local business and 

market requirements.

Since the formation of the IIS Executive 

Team, we have taken the opportunity in the 

last six months to get back to basics by listen-

ing to clients and brokers on which of our ser-

vices need to be improved, what is working 

well and what elements need to be added to 

enhance critical global programme manage-

ment. Not surprisingly perhaps, one of the 

most critical aspects highlighted by clients 

and brokers alike is the ability to issue local 

policies and to address network issues to a 

more condensed timeline. With this in mind, 

we have aligned our priorities to create a 

robust escalation process within our network 

to ensure that turnaround does not take days 

or weeks, and that there is a clear process for 

troubleshooting should problems arise. 

We are also strengthening communica-

tion with clients and brokers to encourage 

fast-tracking of pre-inception negotiation, 

including policy premium allocation across 

relevant territories within a programme. 

Such an approach creates the foundation 

from which AGCS can conduct policy pro-

cessing, premium collection and remittance 

actions within pre-agreed and measurable 

timescales.

Also, as a result of the feedback we received, 

we have embarked upon two initiatives which 

focus on dedicated programme servicing and 

network control, as well as transparency of 

programme data. 

First, we have established the Global Cli-

ent Unit (GCU), a self-contained operations 

team responsible only for international pro-

gramme administration. Supporting the GCU 

is the IIS Global Practice Group, which is part 

of the IIS Management Team, and is directly 

responsible for network partner manage-

ment. Every territory where we have a part-

nership agreement or where we issue policies 

now has a nominated person in charge and 

this coordinated approach ensures speedy 

escalation and issue resolution, as well as 

assisting in the seamless harmonisation of 

master and local covers.

Second, we are continuing to develop 

and enhance the Allianz Global Programme 

System (GPS), a relational database system 

that we use to administer all of our poli-

cies.  To achieve full data transparency on a 

programme throughout its lifecycle, report-

ing access to the system will be provided to 

our clients and brokers through a specially 

designed Client Web Interface (CWI). 

This interface will allow clients to access 

status reports for their international insur-

ance programme, including policy and pro-

gramme summaries, details of premium 

collected, and more detailed local policy 

information. At the press of a key, clients 

will also be able to review risk engineering 

reports and recommendations, with the pro-

vision of claims information being a longer-

term objective.

The above, we believe, demonstrates our 

ability to listen and respond to clear client 

imperatives. As an entity, AGCS was estab-

lished and structured to provide a specialist 

range of services to global clients. Our vision 

is to be the leading global provider of cor-

porate and specialty risk solutions as a core 

pillar of the Allianz Group, one of the largest 

and most renowned insurance and financial 

services providers in the world. Looking to 

the future, we will continue to invest in the 

people, systems and infrastructure necessary 

to support a comprehensive range of global 

programme solutions for an expanding num-

ber of multinational clients. 

“We have aligned our priorities to create a robust 
escalation process within our network to ensure 

that turnaround does not take days or weeks and 
that there is a clear process for troubleshooting”
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T
he word ‘risk’ derives from the 

early Italian ‘risicare’, which means 

‘to dare’ – a human trait that has 

propelled mighty failures as well 

as exceptional achievements in the 

history of mankind, from Icarus’s fated fl ight 

to Armstrong’s moon landing. 

Our ongoing efforts at mastering risk are 

therefore remarkable, as a revolutionary idea 

which defi nes the boundary between modern 

times and the past: the considerable body of 

work around the concept of risk management 

addresses some fundamental, innate ques-

tions that arose long before the fi rst captive 

was established, and long before our forefa-

thers set the founding principles of insurance 

as we know it today.

To quote Peter L. Bernstein’s bestseller 

Against the gods – the remarkable story of risk: “The 

essence in risk management lies in maxim-

ising the areas where we have some control 

over the outcome while minimising the areas 

where we have absolutely no control over the 

outcome and the linkage between effect and 

cause is hidden from us.” 

While the fi eld of risk management as a 

whole is eminently complex and fascinating, 

the aim of this article is to merely provide a 

concise overview of certain risk management 

tools and strategies in the context of con-

temporary captive fronting management for 

insured employee benefi ts programmes, and 

to provide a reference for captive owners, risk 

managers and their advisors on the role of 

global employee benefi ts networks in optimis-

ing a successful captive programme.

Captives and employee benefi ts
A captive is an insurance or reinsurance com-

pany that is owned or controlled by a parent 

corporation. 

This control can be exerted in a variety of 

ways, not only through direct ownership but 

also through other forms of business gov-

ernance, such as utilising ‘rented’ captives 

administered by specialised providers, or 

establishing special purpose insurance vehi-

cles, often structured on a number of pro-

tected cells whose assets are segregated for the 

benefi t of the captive’s own policyholders as 

privileged creditors.

Typically, the captive’s primary activity 

consists of insuring or reinsuring the risk 

exposures of the parent, the parent’s affi liates, 

and/or other entities having an especially close 

business relationship to the parent (such as 

the parent’s customers or vendors). Tradition-

ally, captives were founded to insure indus-

trial risks such as property & casualty, and cer-

tain corporate obligations such as employer’s 

liability or workers’ compensation. 

Since the mid-1980s, captives have pro-

gressively embraced a wider range of cov-

erages in their books, among which are 

insured employee benefi ts. More specifi cally, 

these risks are a sub-set of a comprehensive 

employee benefi ts package, as they are com-

prised of:

• Group life benefi ts and riders (such as 

accidental death and dismemberment 

and critical illness);

• Group disability benefi ts (either lump 

sum based, as in total and permanent 

disability, or annuity based, as in long 

term disability benefi ts);

• Group medical benefi ts (traditional 
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indemnity, fully insured comprehensive 

and supplementary health benefits, as 

well as medical stop loss programmes 

supplementary to a self-insured pri-

mary health plan);

• Group and personal accident benefits 

Two significant attributes emerge from this 

list: first, the fact that pension schemes or, in 

general, savings schemes associated to a ben-

efits package, are not included. This ‘product 

gap’ is now being addressed by certain market 

players, which are coming to terms with the 

peculiarities that pension liabilities will carry 

when reinsured by a captive, such as expo-

sure to longevity risk, ALM challenges and an 

increased credit risk.

Furthermore, the mentioned benefit 

classes encompass both the life and non-life 

balance sheet allocation of said coverages, and 

this has an important mitigating effect on a 

captive’s overall risk exposure.

Traditionally, the mechanics of a global 

programme designed for managing employee 

benefit risks through a captive reinsurer can 

be illustrated in Figure 1.

This diagram underlines the bottom up 

approach of a typical captive programme for 

employee benefits, which is based on a collec-

tion of locally insured, fully compliant insur-

ance contracts issued by a number of local 

insurers associated to a global network. 

These contracts are reinsured by one or 

more designated network reinsurers or front-

ing entities, which in turn transfer the under-

lying insured risk to the captive, generally 

through a proportional form of reinsurance, 

and more frequently through a Quota Share 

portfolio treaty. The combined process of 

issuing local employee benefits contracts and 

transferring the corresponding portfolio of 

reinsured risks to a captive is also known as 

fronting.

Figure 1 also underlines the fundamental 

role played by global networks in facilitating 

the implementation and ongoing manage-

ment of a successful captive programme, 

which will be further examined later.

The worldwide insured employee benefit 

market is highly specialised and concentrated, 

and it is currently represented by eight active 

networks. Each of them has evidently cap-

italised on its competitive advantages such 

as geographical scope, flexibility, aggressive 

pricing, service standards etc., and the market 

for employee benefits captive programmes is 

a much smaller sub-set of this environment, 

dominated by even fewer global players.

The reasons for this are many, but in our 

context some of these can be seen as a systemic 

consequence: an intuitive way to describe 

employee benefits networks is to plot them 

on a correlation matrix based on two defining 

features: 

• Structure: wholly owned vs “federative”

• Business model: reinsurance based vs 

profit sharing based

The matrix in Figure 2 indicates that there 

is a strong correlation between a network’s 

structure and its underlying business model. 

Evidently, a network that owns the majority of 

its affiliated local insurance operations is more 

likely to be based on a reinsurance model to 

transfer risk from each affiliated local insurer 

to a central reinsurance vehicle.

This combination of attributes narrows the 

playing field among those networks which 

qualify as ‘captive friendly’, in the sense that 

if their structure is mainly proprietary, and 

their business is already based on transferring 

most or all locally insured risks via reinsur-

ance into a central reinsurer, this model is 

effectively designed to be compatible with a 

typical fronting programme. 

Captives and enterprise risk management
Generally speaking, captives are corporations 

with a very specific and focused risk profile, 

figure 1 | meChaniCs of a Global pRoGRamme
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when compared to a commercial corporation. 

With some approximation, one might state 

that captives are therefore relatively immune 

to the top 10 risk categories which might affect 

a corporation:

1) Climate change

2) Fiscal crises

3) Economic disparity

4) Global governance failures

5) Extreme weather events

6) Energy price volatility

7) Geopolitical conflict

8) Corruption

9) Flooding

10) Water security

This list evidently does not exhaust the 

range of risks a captive faces, nor the need for 

implementing a comprehensive enterprise 

risk management (ERM) framework to sup-

port a captive’s economic activity.

On the contrary, the concept of ERM has 

brought captives to the forefront of risk man-

agement practices, starting from an accurate 

inventory of all available policy documen-

tation pertaining to a captive’s portfolio of 

insured risks, both biometric and industrial. 

This assessment will quickly single out those 

risks which might represent a fatal combina-

tion of frequency and severity for the captive’s 

balance sheet, and which are often excluded 

from most policy terms and conditions, such 

as catastrophic risks. These specialised risks, 

therefore, would require an adequate excess 

of loss programme to mitigate their devastat-

ing financial effects in the event of a claim.

A further and equally essential step is to 

make coordinated and quantified efforts in 

order to diversify the captive’s overall risk 

profile, in order to reduce the volatility of the 

captive’s financial experience.

Understanding employee benefit risk
The increased popularity of global fronting 

programmes has produced an accelerated con-

vergence of a property and casualty-oriented 

alternative risk methodology with a vastly 

different benefit culture. This has caused a 

gradual cultural shift in the long-standing 

relationship between employee benefits spe-

cialists at corporate level. 

On the one hand, employee benefits net-

work representatives had to quickly acquire 

risk management, finance and accounting 

competencies in order to entertain a higher 

level dialogue with their counterparts among 

their clients and advisors. On the other, risk 

managers, captive owners and captive market 

advisors had to gradually become sensitive to 

the peculiarities of managing employee bene-

fits and, more generally, biometric risks.

ERM doctrine teaches us that any risk, and 

specifically insured risks, can be described as a 

combination of three parameters: frequency, 

severity and impact on business. While the 

first two are eminently quantitative param-

eters, the latter may be classed as a qualita-

tive parameter that determines measurable 

financial effects: for example, an instance of 

reputational risk, a qualitative event, can have 

a dramatic impact on a business’s financials.

In this view, the typical blend of employee 

benefits biometric risks reinsured by a captive 

tends to be characterised by varying degrees 

of expected frequency and severity, but in 

general with a more predictable medium and 

long-term trend when compared with indus-

trial risks. 

Furthermore, employee benefit risks are 

normally funded on a yearly renewable term 

basis, and their period of coverage ranges from 

the calendar year (life, health, accident) to an 

employee’s normal retirement age (long-term 

disability) with shorter tails and an overall 

lower severity and impact on the business.

This partially explains the commonplace 

statement that, unlike industrial risks, biom-

etric risks are more likely to affect a captive’s 

profit and loss statement rather than its bal-

ance sheet, yet the resulting overall risk diver-

sification is one of the key drivers in optimis-

ing a captive’s risk strategy.

The inclusion of employee benefits risks 

in a captive does not only mitigate the overall 

volatility and functions as a balancing act, but 

may also be useful in substantiating the cap-

tive’s favourable tax treatment.

Employee benefit schemes in a captive 

may in fact constitute “unrelated third-party 

business” for tax purposes, following the rule 

of thumb that, in many local jurisdictions, a 

captive has sufficient unrelated third party 

risk to be regarded as a bona fide insurer if the 

captive obtains at least 30% of its insurance 

business from third-party sources.

Managing employee benefit risk
We have already introduced the function of 

global networks whose business models are 

centered around a form or proportional rein-

figUre 2 | CoRRelation matRix
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surance as the technical aggregating vehicle to 

facilitate the implementation of captive pro-

grammes.

However, the role of a global network which 

aims to act in sinchronicity with the strategic 

aims of a captive extends far beyond that of a 

highly technicised ‘pass through’.

One critical aspect of managing employee 

benefit risks is the selection and appropriate 

pricing of the insurable risk itself. This prac-

tice, which lies at the very foundation of insur-

ance, is known as risk underwriting.

Global networks play a vital role in work-

ing side by side with captives in underwriting 

employee benefit risk. A properly structured, 

effective underwriting strategy is the prime 

factor in ensuring short- and long-term 

underwriting profits for a captive, and in prac-

tical terms it can be deployed as follows:

• Local underwriting: a local insurance 

carrier affiliated to a global network can 

provide the deepest possible insight and 

underwriting expertise about the local 

market, underlying pricing assump-

tions, and any non-technical local mar-

ket drivers which might affect its pricing 

strategy, such as competitors’ and bro-

kers’ pressure. The local carrier has also 

privileged access to the contract’s claims 

experience and other technical data uti-

lised when pricing the risk.

• Central underwriting: one of the key 

differentiating factors for a global net-

work is represented by the strength and 

capabilities of its central underwriting 

function. A global network typically 

enjoys wider access to claim experience 

data than any of its locally affiliated 

carriers, and it can utilise this data to 

further increase the reliability of past 

claims experience and, overall, insur-

ance statistics when pricing the risk. 

Furthermore, the broader “interna-

tional” perspective of the global network 

when assessing the risk often deter-

mines a risk appetite which can be far 

greater than that of the local carrier.

• Captive underwriting: we have 

already observed that many captives’ 

core expertise historically focused on 

industrial risks, and this has gradually 

expanded to biometric risks. By defini-

tion a captive is the ultimate risk bearer 

in a co-ordinated programme, it “owns” 

the risk fronted by the network, and 

therefore it is responsible for setting the 

overall underwriting strategy and risk 

tolerance of the programme. Nowadays 

the most successfully managed captive 

fronting programmes which include 

employee benefits, have incorporated 

many underwriting practices mutuated 

from commercial insurance networks, 

and often work in conjunction with said 

networks in order to establish a best 

practice in underwriting employee ben-

efits. 

Once a co-ordinated underwriting strategy 

is implemented, as a convergence of under-

writing capabilities at local, network and 

captive level, the captive as the ultimate risk 

bearer must establish its overall risk appetite, 

which in turn will determine its underwriting 

strategy. 

This strategy leads to three desired out-

comes in terms of risk appetites:

• The employee benefits risk is under-

written to run on a break-even basis. 

In this outcome, the captive aims to opti-

mise its parent’s local subsidiaries’ local 

expenditure, relying on other sources of 

income to support itself as an economic 

entity (UW margins from other business 

lines, financial return from invested 

capitals).

• The employee benefits risk is under-

written to run on a projected profit 

basis. In this outcome, the captive’s 

profitability target is aligned to that of 

the primary insurer, by pricing risk in 

order to cover its inherent cost of mor-

tality/morbidity, plus a preset explicit or 

implicit profit margin.

• The employee benefit risk is under-

written to run on a managed loss basis. 

In this outcome, the captive aims to 

minimise its parent’s local subsidiaries’ 

expenditure, whilst at the same time 

subsidising the captive’s own overall 

bottom line through the profits arising 

from other unrelated business lines, and 

possibly reducing its fiscal exposure.

In any event, the complex interactions 

between local, central and captive underwrit-

ing capabilities all apply some forms of risk 

selection tactics, which derives from Bayes’ 

original studies as the groundwork for credi-

bility theory: premium setting in the context 

of an insurance policy is determined by a lin-

ear combination, or ‘mixture’ of a ‘manual’ or 

‘tariff’ premium rate and the rate arising from 

observing the policy’s past and current claims 

experience.

The fact that the final price of the risk can 

effectively be expressed by a mixture of two 

rates owes to the mathematical properties of 

the claims distribution curve, introduced first 

by the great mathematician Poisson.

Shaping employee benefits risk
Broadly speaking, the range of practical tools 

introduced by global networks in order to help 

captive operators shape the risk they must 

manage can be classified in three categories:

• Risk mitigation & advisory services

• ‘Retro’ risk protections

• Reporting tools

Risk mitigation services feature first and 

foremost as an effective claims management 

framework, which must be business-specific 

and operate seamlessly and transparently with 

the captive itself.

A properly structured claims management 

framework must include a timely validation 

of all loss reserves transferred to a captive, be 

them on a funds withheld basis, i.e. when the 

assets pertaining to the ceded liabilities are 

retained by the fronting network on behalf of 

the captive, or on a funds transferred basis, 

i.e. when such assets are set aside by the cap-

tive itself.

These loss reserves are typically repre-

sented by the so-called outstanding claims 

reserves (OCRs), or reserves for open claims 

currently in payment, and reserves for claims 

incurred but not reported (IBNRs). While 

the prevalent local methodology for OCRs is 

largely statutory, in the sense that there is very 

little to no room for discretionary adjustments 

to such reserves, the privileged access that a 

network has to local regulatory sources and 

data to validate and recalculate these reserves 

must be put at the captive’s disposal as an 

essential tool to monitor the development of 

OCRs over time and their adequacy to repre-

“The inclusion of employee benefits risks in a captive 
does not only mitigate the overall volatility and 
functions as a balancing act, but may also be useful in 
substantiating the captive’s favourable tax treatment”
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sent a reliable best estimate of the net present 

value of future losses.

IBNRs on the contrary tend to be compa-

ny-specific, albeit within generally accepted 

market guidelines, and herein the network’s 

role is to establish an actuarially correct meth-

odology for calculating IBNRs and share this 

methodology with a captive owner.

Their primary and most relevant applica-

tion is in managing health risks, where claim 

completion patterns can greatly vary accord-

ing to different geographic areas, medical 

benefit classes and diagnostic category.

We have already illustrated how captive 

programmes are based on the mechanism of 

pure fronting, or near-100% transfer of risk to 

a captive. We also introduced the concept and 

implication of risk appetite and risk tolerance, 

and how these are related to the amount of 

risk, in terms of premium volume and total 

exposure, being accepted by a captive. Evi-

dently, not all captives share the same risk 

appetite and their overall risk acceptance posi-

tion is affected by their exposure in unrelated 

risk classes and overall premium volume. This 

disparity in captive’s business magnitude has 

prompted certain networks to offer to selected 

captives their so-called insurance capacity, i.e. 

their ability to operate not only as a fronting 

vehicle but also as a captive’s reinsurer, thus 

protecting both the captive’s profit & loss 

statement and balance sheet from unexpected 

spikes in claims experience.

These reinsurance protection tools, or 

‘retro’ protections, are provided in the form of 

a combination of proportional (typically, sur-

plus or pooling point) and non-proportional 

(usually stop loss and catastrophic excess of 

loss) reinsurance.

The numeric example in Figure 3 illustrates 

the effect of a comprehensive retro protection 

programme on a number of claims being rein-

sured by a captive: the two scenarios, based 

on the same claim distribution assumption 

but on different premium volumes, show how 

these protections effectively mitigate the cap-

tive’s overall loss in the first scenario, and con-

tribute to increasing its overall technical profit 

in the second scenario.

Typically, most networks document their 

fronting services through a proprietary 

reporting suite that comprises four quarterly 

accounting statements as a minimum. These 

reporting tools are broadly similar in scope 

and may differ from each other in terms of 

granularity of reported data (for example, dis-

closure of different types of loss reserves) and 

nomenclature (the way networks label their 

costs and charges can be singularly cryptic at 

times).

In essence however, all reporting formats 

currently available today are an approxima-

tion of a typical profit & loss statement. This 

has been deemed to be sufficient so far, but 

as accounting standards have been developed 

worldwide, more and more captives found 

themselves in the position of having to align 

their accounting procedures and statutory 

reports irrespective of their jurisdiction to 

such standards, and specifically IAS/IFRS.

This is a key requirement to ensure an 

adequate level of accounting governance for 

the captive, and it is becoming one of the key 

tenets in implementing Pillars II and III of 

the upcoming Solvency II regulations, which 

impose certain provisions in terms of report-

ing, risk management and disclosure.

One of the future short-term challenges for 

the network which chooses to invest in a long 

term partnership with the captives it serves 

is therefore to be able to develop a reporting 

suite which is fully IFRS/IAS-compliant. In 

this way, the transition from quarterly captive 

reports produced by the network to quarterly 

statutory reports accounted for by the cap-

tive (and governed by the captive domicile’s 

insurance regulator) will be seamless.

An accounting statement, however accu-

rate and compliant with internationally 

accepted standards, is not comprehensive and 

detailed enough to capture other significant 

attributes of the risks therein summarised.

This is the driver behind some networks’ 

efforts at developing additional report-

ing tools, which do not have an accounting 

purpose, but rather are designed to better 

describe the specific characteristics of certain 

lines of risk, to provide captives with a wealth 

of data on the risks themselves, as well as val-

uable insight on how to make sense of these 

data. 

In particular, health and medical expenses 

benefits are one of the most sensitive lines of 

risk to data quality and comprehensiveness: 

a reliable quarterly report which includes 

a breakdown of paid and incurred claims, 

by benefit class and diagnostic category is 

therefore an invaluable tool for risk managers 

to truly be able to shape the health risk they 

manage through their captive.

For example, an unusually high trendline 

in respiratory illnesses might indicate poor 

working conditions in a given location, while 

an abnormal frequency in recommended 

c-sections might underline an instance of 

policy overutilisation by certain medical prac-

titioners.

Of course, the larger the amount of data 

provided, the most important it becomes to 

find appropriate reading keys for such data, 

in order to avoid the corporate plague known 

as paralysis through analysis. At the same 

time, producing these reports and ensuring 

their reliability means networks must allocate 

considerable and sustaining investments in 

order to develop an efficient IT and admin-

istrative infrastructure, and this must be 

reflected in setting an appropriate price for 

their additional services. 

figure 3 | RetRo pRoteCtion
No protection

Catastrophic event claims

Step 1: Pooling point Step 2: CatXL Step 3: Stop loss
premium 1,600,000 1,600,000 1,600,000 1,600,000
Claim 1 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000
Claim 2 550,000 500,000 500,000 500,000
Claim 3 280,000 280,000

330,000 330,000
Claim 4 150,000 150,000
Claim 5 300,000 300,000
Claim 6 800,000 500,000
Claim 7 800,000 500,000 500,000 500,000
Claim 8 200,000 200,000 200,000 200,000
Claim 9 1,200,000 500,000 500,000 500,000
balance 2,930,000 1,580,000 680,000 160,000

No Protection

Catastrophic event claims

Step 1: Pooling point Step 2: CatXL Step 3: Stop loss
premium 5,000,000 5,000,000 5,000,000 5,000,000
Claim 1 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000
Claim 2 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000
Claim 3 280,000 280,000

330,000 330,000
Claim 4 150,000 150,000
Claim 5 300,000 300,000
Claim 6 800,000 500,000
Claim 7 800,000 500,000 500,000 500,000
Claim 8 200,000 200,000 200,000 200,000
Claim 9 1,200,000 500,000 500,000 500,000
balance 470,000 1,820,000 2,720,000 2,720,000
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I
magine you are driving a car, fast, towards 

the edge of a cliff. What do you do to avert 

possible disaster? Slam on the brakes so 

you can stop in time and can turn around? 

Perhaps pre-fit a parachute to the car to 

ensure a soft landing? 

If you think of the car as a business then by 

following the first two options it will either stall 

operations by being over cautious or protect 

its assets without fully considering the conse-

quences and end up where it doesn’t want to 

be. So what if you have attached wings to it? 

The car soars effortlessly away from immi-

nent catastrophe with minimum disruption. 

Having wings means having the right business 

resilience measures that will not only avoid 

catastrophe but also take advantage of a situ-

ation that could leave competitors vulnerable.

Business resilience is a growing concern at 

board-level as more organisations peer over 

perilous cliff edges. Zurich’s The Weakest 

Link: UK Plc’s Supply Chain survey from July 

2012 found that 88% of companies surveyed 

had suffered significant disruption to the tune 

of £200,000 over the last 12 months.

Risk Management in a Time of Global 

Uncertainty, a 2011 Harvard Business Review 

Analytic Services study sponsored by Zurich, 

confirms this fear with more than two-thirds 

of 1,419 executives from companies around the 

world saying risk management had become 

either somewhat or significantly more impor-

tant since the recession. 

The World Economic Forum is grappling 

with the issue of inherent weaknesses in an 

increasingly interdependent globalised econ-

omy. In its Global Risks 2013 report, the World 

Economic Forum’s executive chairman Klaus 

Schwab states: “Dynamism in our hypercon-

nected world requires increasing our resilience 

to the many global risks that loom before us.”

Gaining those all-important wings of resil-

ience is hard but the captive is the logical place 

to find exactly the type of information, knowl-

edge and expertise that its parent company 

needs to understand how best to toughen up 

against risk.

Companies that use a captive as an integral 

part of their holistic risk management are able 

to elevate the captive beyond the position of 

being merely a buyer of insurance cover. The 

captive acts as a valued partner to senior exec-

utives, helping them to define the company’s 

risk appetite and risk retention strategies. It 

also acts as a partner to insurers and reinsur-

ers for risk transfer.

The captive can help businesses become 

more resilient in a number of ways. They can 

take their parent company through four stages 

towards greater resilience:

• Awareness of resilience hot spots

• Analysis of how to combat them

• Decision making about the risk appetite 

and subsequent risk retention strategies

BusIness resIlIence: 
tIme to toughen up

Jean-pierre Krause, of Zurich, explains why captives are ideally positioned to help 
parent companies build greater resilience against risks

Written by
Jean-Pierre Krause 

Jean-Pierre Krause, chief risk engineering officer 
Europe, Middle East & Africa, began his career with 
Zurich almost 15 years ago as an environmental risk 
engineer. Apart from managing risk engineering, 
Jean-Pierre coordinates Zurich’s Business Resilience 
proposition. He holds a Master’s of Environmental 
Science from the Swiss Federal Institute of Technol-
ogy (ETH) as well as a Master’s in Business Adminis-
tration from the University of St. Gallen.
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• Facilitation of risk transfer solutions.

In the first two stages, the captive acts like a 

sponsor and co-ordinator to identify and ana-

lyse risks. The second two stages are the core 

activities of the captive.

Increase awareness
Building awareness about how resilient your 

business is begins by getting to grips with how 

incidents might impact you. A broader view of 

the whole value chain requires a closer look 

at every point that could impact productivity 

and profits. This requires close collaboration 

between production, logistics, supply chain 

management and finance departments, which 

is best orchestrated centrally by a risk depart-

ment. Needless to say, resilience has to be 

built not only within the organisation, but also 

across suppliers and customers.

A major challenge is that businesses today 

are more organic and less hierarchical than 

in the past. Like an ecosystem in nature, they 

comprise multiple cells of activity and joining 

networks that are dynamic and constantly 

changing. And like any ecosystem, the impact 

of one small event can ripple across the whole, 

sometimes with unforeseen and devastating 

consequences. 

The typical business cycle of expansion 

and contraction along with mergers and 

acquisitions increases the complexity of cor-

porate ecosystems and raises the challenge 

of building greater resilience. The captive’s 

role should be to use experience in areas like 

claims histories and data on current insurance 

coverage to provide an essential overview that 

identifies hotspots and interdependencies in 

the ecosystem. 

Captives are essentially self-insuring so 

this provides strong incentives for owners to 

reduce or eliminate the potential for claims 

through proactive risk control and claims 

management techniques.

Analyse and plan 
Risk analysis and modelling tools can be used 

to gain a better understanding of how the dis-

parate parts link together, so hotspots can be 

mapped more accurately. Risks can then be 

factored in and priced accordingly. 

Data analysis can be integrated with other 

information, such as catastrophic event plan-

ning, to improve the monitoring and tracking of 

risk. This makes it easier for decision-makers to 

assess costs, such as holding extra stock or add-

ing back-up warehousing capacity. Conversely, 

they can assess the potential risk of relying 

too heavily on a centralised warehouse to save 

money on a network of smaller distribution 

units or over reliance on a single location. 

Hotspots might not necessarily be loca-

tions where the sums insured are greatest or 

asset values are highest. But a failure in one of 

them could have an immediate profit-denting 

impact for the organisation.

As a captive operates very closely to the mar-

ket, it is ideally positioned to integrate various 

risk services offered by other insurers, brokers 

and independent providers into its parent’s 

own risk management effort. By establishing 

partnerships with leading risk management 

experts in the insurance market, the captive 

helps protect its parent’s profitability.

Decide on your risk appetite
The captive can feel more empowered by pro-

viding the answers board executives rely on to 

safeguard revenues and reputations. Business 

decision-makers are better able to assess their 

organisation’s risk appetite and which risks it 

passes on. For example, they can see whether 

investment in spare capacity or extra stock 

levels is a prudent use of funds. 

The independence of captives from the com-

mercial insurance market creates an important 

layer of added versatility. Captives manage their 

own requirements so they are more resilient to 

external forces as well as being less affected by 

fluctuating insurance cycles. Over time, suc-

cessful underwriting should create surpluses 

that the parent can use to lower its dependency 

on reinsurance. It is also possible to insure risks 

that would be hard or highly priced in the com-

mercial insurance market.

Resilience can be increased when cap-

tives are formed in offshore jurisdictions 

that demand fewer restrictions in insurance 

policies. For example, new or potentially haz-

ardous products, waste and environmental 

pollution, devaluation and product recalls can 

be covered. These would all pose high risks to 

companies that had to rely on the conventional 

market to find the necessary cover.

Transfer wisely
Since captives have direct access to the rein-

surance market, they can obtain lower costs 

and develop tailored coverage for their indi-

vidual business units. This gives the parent 

increased risk management control and 

ensures cover meets the precise require-

ments of shareholders in different country 

operations.

The parent is able to leverage its entire 

insurance purchasing power across different 

lines of business, including life, non-life and 

special covers. And since the captive is involved 

in pre-deal, deal structuring and post-deal 

stages, it can ensure strong risk management 

resilience is built in from the start.

Business resilience is not all about being 

defensive. It means having the right solution 

in place so you can respond appropriately and 

take advantage of competitor’s weaknesses. 

In doing so, captives can play an increasingly 

important role as the sponsor and facilitator 

of how its parent deals with risks. If you have 

resilience then you have wings to keep your 

business in flight.

CASE STUDIES
How resilient do you need to be?

Even the best-laid plans can go awry. In an 

inter-connected global economy, the ripple 

effect of an incident can trigger unforeseen 

consequences, as these examples illustrate:

• A toxic leak and subsequent extended 

shutdown in 2011 at an ammonium 

nitrate facility had a severe knock-on 

effect. It led not only to a shortage of 

explosives for that country’s extensive 

mining operations but also a squeeze on 

supplies of carbon dioxide (a by-prod-

uct of the same process), which resulted 

in difficulties for the carbonated drinks 

industry. 

• A fire in 2012 at a small specialty chem-

icals plant led to a major crisis in the 

automotive industry. All of the leading 

car producers realised that they were 

dependent on the plant for the supply 

of resins used in brake and fuel sys-

tems. Supply of the key raw material was 

already tight due to high demand from 

the solar panel industry. 

“Business resilience is not all about being defensive. 
It means having the right solution in place so you 
can respond appropriately and take advantage of 
competitor’s weaknesses”
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ACE EuropEAn Group LimitEd                       
Juliet Massey, communications manager EMEA, Tel: +44 (0)207 173 7793, email: Juliet.Massey@acegroup.com
The ACE Building, 100 Leadenhall Street, London, EC3A 3BP
The ACE Group is one of the world’s largest multiline property and casualty insurers. With operations in 53 countries, ACE provides 
commercial and personal property and casualty insurance, personal accident and supplemental health insurance, reinsurance and 
life insurance to a diverse group of clients. The company is distinguished by its broad product and service capabilities, exceptional 
financial strength, underwriting and claims handling expertise and local empowerment to make underwriting decisions.

AiG GLobAL risk soLutions        
Simon Beynon, senior vice president, AIG Global Risk Solutions, Tel: +1 212 458 1416, email: simon.beynon@aig.com
80 Pine Street, 36th Floor, New York, NY 10005
In a constantly changing risk environment, companies often face challenges in mitigating complex or unusual risks, and AIG 
Global Risk Solutions (GRS) can help. We provide non-traditional solutions for unique risks that are either not addressed or 
addressed inefficiently by the traditional insurance or financial markets. GRS develops programs to help clients mitigate these 
challenging risks via innovative customised global fronting, captive management, alternative solutions, and buyout programs. 
Disclosure: Insurance and services provided by member companies of American International Group, Inc. Coverage may not be available in all juris-
dictions and is subject to actual policy language. For additional information, please visit our website at www.AIG.com.
© 2013 American International Group, Inc. All rights reserved

ALLiAnz GLobAL CorporAtE & spECiALty                                                 
Graeme Condie LLB ACII (Chartered Insurer), Global Market Management, IIS coordinator and new markets & projects manager, email: graeme.condie@
allianz.com, Tel: +44 (0)203 451 3661, Mob: +44 (0)7500 918 455, Main switchboard: +44 (0)203 451 3000 
Allianz Global Corporate & Specialty London, 60 Gracechurch Street, London, EC3V 0HR
Allianz Global Corporate & Specialty is the Allianz centre of expertise for global business insurance and large corporate and spe-
cialty risks. With a worldwide network in more than 160 countries, we are one of the very few global insurers with an exclusive 
focus on the needs of global corporate and specialty clients. We offer our clients global business insurance through a compre-
hensive service range including alternative risk transfer, financial lines, aviation, international insurance programs, captive and 
fronting services, liability, claims services, marine, energy, property, engineering and risk consulting.

GEnErALi EmpLoyEE bEnEfits                                                                            
Simona Frisoli, marketing & communication manager, Tel: +32 2 537 27 60, email: marketing@geb.com  
Avenue Louise 149 – Box 17, 1050 Brussels, Belgium
Part of the Generali Group, Generali Employee Benefits provides Employee Benefits solutions for multinational corporations. 
Operating in more than 100 countries, we offer all services and products multinational employers may need for their workforce, 
from local policies to cross-border arrangements for mobile employees and expatriates as well as sophisticated solutions at local 
level including multinational pooling and reinsurance to a captive.

www.agcs.allianz.com

www.acegroup.com/eu

www.geb.com 

www.aig.com/globalrisksolutions 

zuriCh GLobAL CorporAtE
Dr. Paul Woehrmann, Tel: +41 (0) 44 628 82 82, email: paul.woehrmann@zurich.com
Austrasse 46, 8045 Zurich, Switzerland
Zurich is a leading multi-line insurance provider with a global network of subsidiaries and offices. With about 60,000 employees, 
we deliver a wide range of general insurance and life insurance products and services for individuals, small businesses, and mid-
sized and large companies, including multinational corporations, in more than 200 countries.  

www.zurich.com
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To take the pulse of your company wellness

Local protection, global connection

Generali Employee Bene�ts is proud to announce its new Paid and Incurred Medical Claim Reports. These reports
provide multinational companies the tools they need to tackle skyrocketing medical premiums.
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Insurance and services provided by member companies of American International Group, Inc. Coverage may not be available  
in all jurisdictions and is subject to actual policy language. For additional information, please visit our website at www.AIG.com. 

AIG delivers, with captive program solutions.
AIG set up its first captive program in 1945. Over 65 years later, our international  
network transacts billions of dollars of captive premiums and processes well over  
100,000 captive claims each year. By designing programs that blend elements 
of risk retention and risk transfer, we can offer creative and nontraditional captive 
insurance solutions. Learn more at www.AIG.com/captives
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